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Abstract: Since Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to grow dramatically, covering over 20 billion devices by 2020, Surat, 

India.developing a vulnerability auto assessment model for IoT devices to secure and to certify them is vital. To achieve 

this one need to understand what devices are being connected to the Internet in various sectors and in which capacity? 

Then assessing vulnerability of these connected devices automatically using some standard techniques or a method are the 

main area in this direction to certify these IoT devices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of IoT was firstly proposed in 1999 at the Auto-ID Center at MIT by Kevin Ashton [32]. The IEEE in 

its special report on the IoT [21] describes as: ―A network of items—each embedded with sensors—which are 

connected to the Internet.‖On the other hand another august, expert organization, the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF), states that ‗in the vision of the IoT, ―things‖ are very various such as computers, sensors, people, 

actuators, refrigerators, TVs, vehicles, mobile phones, clothes, food, medicines, books, etc.‘ [22]. 

Since the introduction of the term IoT, many people have tried to define it. For example, the authors state that ―IoT 

can be seen as a pervasive network of networks: numerous heterogeneous entities both physical and virtual (people, 

sensors, software, all kinds of devices) interconnected with any other entity or entities through unique addressing 

schemes at virtually any scale, interacting with each other to provide/request all kinds of services‖ [19] [20]. 

Despite the variety of definitions of the Internet of Things, the concept is similar. All of the definitions describe 

scenarios in which network connectivity and computing capability extends to a constellation of objects, devices, 

sensors and everyday items that are not ordinarily considered to be computers. This allows the devices to generate, 

to exchange and to consume data, often with minimal human intervention [25]. 

The IoT continues to grow as uniquely identifiable objects are added to the internet. The addition of these devices, 

and their remote connectivity, has brought a new level of efficiency into our lives. For instance, more and more 

people install IP-enabled devices and household appliances in their homes in order to benefit from the improved 

ability to be informed about and control relevant features of their homes [30]. The connected devices on the internet 

have surpassed the population of human beings in Earth in 2011. By 2020 these devices are expected to number 

between 25 billion and 50 billion [25]. The consumers in IoT are globally spread across a multitude of different 

verticals as described by Carsten Maple in Table 2 of [28]. 

 

1.1. Understanding IoT Architecture 

While designing IoT architecture, one should try to bridge the gap between the physical devices and the virtual 

worlds. In addition, ―ethical issues such as privacy, data access right, the degree of openness of data will all 

influence how the security architecture for social IoT to be constructed‖ [11]: 

Technical factors, such as sensing techniques, communication methods, network technologies, etc. 

Security protection, such as information confidentiality, transmission security, privacy protection, etc. 

Business issues, such as business models, business processes, etc. 

According to S. Li, T. Tryfonas and H. Li [11], we can consider the architecture for IoT to consist of the following 

four layers: 

Sensing layer is integrated with end components of IoT to sense and acquire the information of devices. 

Network layer is the infrastructure to support wireless or wired connections among things. 

Service layer is to provide and management services required by users or applications. 

Application-interfaces layer consists of interaction methods with users or applications. 

The security requirements on each layer might be different due to its features. The security solution for the IoT 

should consider the following requirements [11]: 

Sensing layer and IoT end-node security requirements 

Network-layer security requirements Service-layer security requirements 
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Application-interface-layer security requirements 

The security requirements between layers Security requirements for services runningand maintenance 

 

1.1.1. Vulnerability Assessment in IoT 

Vulnerability is defined as ―a flaw within a system, application or service which allows an attacker to circumvent 

security controls and manipulate systems in ways the developer never intended‖ [8]. Vulnerability assessments aim 

to test a computer system, network, or application to identify, measure, and rank vulnerabilities within the system 

for systematic mitigation [1]. Today, there are dozens of tools (for example Nessus, Qualys, Burp Suite) that 

automatically assess vulnerabilities in various systems. Among these, Nessus is recognized as the gold-standard 

among the information security community [9]. 

 

1.2.2. Major Security Concerns 

According to freelance writer Preston Gralla [2], securing IoT devices poses unique security challenges. This is 

because traditional notions of computer security do not always apply in situations where the sheer number of devices 

used is such that even a small percentage of insecure devices may create significant vulnerabilities. New cyber 

security techniques for such devices must grow at the same rate as the speed of proliferation of devices. Otherwise a 

lot of issues with serious impact will occur due to lack of security updates [3]. 

During Symantec‘s research, the major security concerns for Internet of things devices are observed [7]: 

Around 19 percent of all tested mobile apps that are used to control IoT devices did not use Secure Socket Layer 

(SSL) connections to the cloud 

None of the analyzed devices provided mutual authentication between the client and the server 

Some devices offered no enforcement and often no possibility of strong passwords 

Some IoT cloud interfaces did not support two-factor authentication (2FA) 

Many IoT services did not have lock-out or delaying measures to protect users‘ accounts against brute-force attacks 

Some   devices   did   not   implement protections against account harvesting 

Many of the IoT cloud platforms included common web application vulnerabilities 

We found ten security issues in fifteen web portals used to control IoT devices without performing any deep tests. 

Six of them were serious issues, allowing unauthorized access to the backend systems. 

Most of the IoT services did not provide signed or encrypted firmware updates, if updates were provided at all. 

Traditionally, security data and communication implied the use of cryptography, and privacy assurances. However 

in IoT security encompasses a wide range of tasks, including data confidentiality, services availability, integrity, 

anti-malware, information integrity, privacy protection and access control [4]. 

The great diversity of IoT makes it very vulnerable to attacks against availability, service integrity, security and 

privacy. At the lower layer of IoT (sensing layer), the sensing devices/technologies have very limited computation 

capacity and energy supply and cannot provide well security protection; at the middle layers (such as network layer, 

service layer), the IoT relies on networking and communications which facilitates eavesdropping, interception and 

DoS attacks. For example, in network layer, a self-organized topology without centralized control is prone to attacks 

against authentication, such as node replication, node suppression, node impersonation, etc. [11]. 

The IoT should be implemented in a lawful, ethical, socially and politically acceptable way, where legal challenges, 

systematic approaches, technical challenges, and business challenges should be considered [11]. 

 

1.1.3. Major Security Challenges for the future of IoT [23]: 

IoT architectures considering the requirements of distributed intelligence at the edge, cognition, artificial 

intelligence, context awareness, tactile applications, heterogeneous devices, end-to-end security, privacy and 

reliability. IoT systems architectures integrated with network architecture forming a knowledge-centric network for 

IoT. Intelligence and context awareness at the IoT edge, using advanced distributed predictive analytics. IoT 

applications that anticipate human and machine behaviors for social support. Tactile Internet of Things applications 

and supportive technologies. Augmented reality and virtual reality IoT applications. 

Autonomics in IoT towards the Internet of Autonomous Things. 

Inclusion of robotics in the IoT towards the Internet of Robotic Things. 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning mechanisms for automating IoT processes. 

Distributed IoT systems using securely interconnected and synchronized mobile edge IoT clouds. 

Stronger distributed and end-to-end holistic security solutions for IoT, addressing also key aspects of remotely 

controlling IoT devices for launching DDoS attacks. Stronger  privacy  solutions,  considering the   new   General   

Data   Protection Regulation (GDPR) [24] for protecting the users‘ personal data from unauthorized access, 

employing protective measures (such as PETs) as closer to the user as possible. 
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Cross-layer optimization of networking, analytics, security, communication and intelligence. 

IoT-specific   heterogeneous   networking technologies  that  consider  the  diverse requirements of IoT applications, 

mobile IoT  devices,  delay  tolerant  networks, energyconsumption,bidirectional communication interfaces that 

dynamically change characteristics to adapt to application needs, dynamic spectrum access for wireless devices, and 

multi-radio IoT devices. 

Adaptation of software defined radio and software defined networking technologies in the IoT. 

 

II. EXISTING WORK IN ASSESSING IOT DEVICES 

Numerous vendors are providing emerging IoT systems as traditional household appliances and do not necessarily 

have expertise in engineering systems with computer security in mind [30]. As consequence these IP-connected 

devices for home and small office networks often suffer from flawed security designs and implementations resulting 

in being victim of hackers [5]. 

 

2.1. IoT Security Assessment 

IoT Security assessment of any IoT device can be performed by doing penetration testing which looks for security 

weaknesses, potentially gaining access to the computer's features and/or data. It can be automated with software 

applications or can be performed manually. In either case, the process includes gathering information about the 

target before the reconnaissance, identifying possible entry points, attempting to break in (either virtually or for real) 

and reporting back the findings [25]. 

To protect the network against adversaries, IOT SENTINEL system can take following steps [30]: 

Identify the device-types of new IoT devices introduced into the network 

Make a vulnerability assessment of a device using its device-type 

Constrain communication capabilities of the device accordingly 

Major work has been done on identifying device types and putting constraints on communication using vulnerable 

devices. IoT online devices can be searched for vulnerabilities using search engines Shodan and Google Dorks [25]. 

Our research can emphasize on second point, i.e., automated vulnerability assessment of a device using its device-

type. 

 

2.1.1. Automated Vulnerability Assessment in IoT 

A vulnerability assessment is the process of identifying, quantifying, and prioritizing the vulnerabilities in a system 

[6]. 

Vulnerability assessment in IoT is inherently more complicated as varieties of devices from diverse background 

(hardware, software, and communication protocols) are involved than simple web or mobile applications. 

To automate the security analysis of the IoT, a graphical security model, HARM - Hierarchical Attack 

Representation Model [27] was introduced to capture potential attack paths in the network and extended HARM 

with an added layer describing subnets and their connectivity [12]. 

HARM is a two layer model; the upper layer captures the network information (e.g., reachability), and the lower 

layer captures the vulnerability information of hosts in the network in the HARMs [27]. 

To further improve the scalability, the three-layer HARM was developed in [26] with the subnet reachability at the 

highest layer. In the three-layer HARM, the complexity of the security evaluation is further decreased because 

computations are grouped in each layer using a bottom-up approach. The mobility of devices (e.g., node addition or 

removal) can be easily adjusted in the three-layer HARM without reconstruction of the whole model. Additionally, 

more layers can be used based on different IoT scenarios. For example, a smart home with several networks (e.g., 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc) can be modeled using the three-layer HARM; a number of smart homes in an area can be 

modeled using the four-layer HARM with the home connectivity in the highest layer [12]. 

A vulnerability assessment can be done at two levels for each IoT device [13]: 

Macro level 

Micro level 

 

2.1.1.1. Macro-Level Vulnerability Assessment in IoT 

At macro level, the mapping needs the scope to cover all the devices and components that participate in the 

functionality i.e., all devices, all communications, and all software components such as firmware, kernel modules, 

etc., against the existing vulnerability, exploit and incident databases using the concept of reverse engineering 

Machine Learning (ML), a field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), can be used to automatically analyze the way 

interconnected systems work in order to detect Cyber-attacks. 
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The Open Web Application Security Project‘s (OWASP) List of Top Ten IoT Vulnerabilities sums up most of the 

concerns and attack vectors surrounding this category of devices [7]: 

Insecure web interface 

Insufficient authentication/authorization 

Insecure network services 

Lack of transport encryption 

Privacy concerns 

Insecure cloud interface 

Insecure mobile interface 

Insufficient security configurability 

Insecure software/firmware 

Poor physical security 

 

2.1.1.2. Micro-Level Vulnerability Assessment in IoT 

At micro level, each component needs to be explored in depth to understand potential weaknesses of individual 

components and weaknesses in the interaction of components. This can be achieved by doing detailed study of kind 

of hardware, software/software language, firmware, communications, third party add-ons used [13]. 

For example, Nessus can scan ports, identify web application issues, discover unpatched OS/software, and attempt 

default credentials. Nessus categorizes each vulnerability into different thresholds of risk (‗Critical‘, ‗High‘, 

‗Medium‘, ‗Low‘, and ‗None‘) based on the open industry standard Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 

[10]. 

Finally, we can plan to validate, verify and evaluate the IoT device depends on the davices type, types of hardware, 

software plateform (OS and other software used) and environment in which they are executed. By considering their 

existing background and configuration of an IoT device, we can take forestalls for its‘ upcoming verson (s) and 

update to check for the possible vulnerablity and threats. 

 

III. FUTURE WORK 

In the first part of this project, one has to develop an understanding of what devices will be connected to the Internet 

in various sectors and in which capacity. This can be done by a thorough analysis of the current literature in the area, 

including using [14] [15] [23]. 

This analysis will be followed by a comparative analysis of existing tools for vulnerability assessment [16] [29] 

[31]. 

In the subsequent stage, a comparative analysis of these works will enable to determine the critical requirements for 

vulnerability assessment tools. This will be developed under rigorous testing for security vulnerabilities itself using 

forensic and standardized techniques such as those of NIST (https://www.nist.gov/itl/ssd/software-quality-

group/computer-forensics-tool-testing-program-cftt) [17] [18]. 
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